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COVID-19 Impact on Liability
Special Guests:
Laura Davis and Chad Mitchell, of Summit Law Group

PLEASE NOTE:
•Use the Q&A feature to submit questions on this topic
•Use the Chat feature for technical difficulties
•This is not being recorded – materials will be linked on
WCRP’s County Connection page
•Quick survey at the end!
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J. Chad Mitchell and Laura Davis, Attorneys
Presentation for Washington Counties Risk Pool – January 21, 2021

COVID-19: General Liability, Employment Liability, and
Vaccines
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During COVID
instead of …..
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watching Tiger King …
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Puppies!
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We bought some boats …
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that work great for social distancing.
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We received encouraging notes!
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COVID‐related lawsuits
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COVID‐related lawsuits in Washington State
COVID‐19 lawsuits we have seen in Washington:
• Insurance coverage
• Challenging stay‐at‐home orders
• Challenging shut‐down orders to open businesses
• Challenging shut‐down orders to open schools
• Inmates challenging DOC’s response to COVID
• Employment‐related claims (per Barnes & Thornburg LLP):
• Breach of Contract: 1
• Failure‐to‐Pay Claims: 1
• FMLA: 1
• Wrongful Termination: 12
• Washington State suing gyms for opening
• Force majeure clauses
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COVID + general liability in Washington State

Liability to non‐employees:
1. Duty
2. Breach
3. Causation
4. Injury
12
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Liability to non‐employees
1. Duty
Generally, a business owes a reasonable duty of care to its customers to
protect them (e.g., warnings or protective measures) from foreseeable
harm.
If this is the duty, who are the potential plaintiffs? Examples:
• Take home claims. Iniguez v. Aurora Packing Co., 20‐L‐000372
(Circuit Court Kane County, Illinois August 5, 2020).
• Customers who come to your business and are exposed to COVID.
See Weissberger v. Princess Cruise Lines, Ltd., 2020 WL 1151023 (C.D.
Cal. Mar. 9, 2020) (no screening protocols in place prior to boarding
the passengers on plaintiffs’ voyage and not warning of risk).
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Liability to non‐employees
2. Breach
• Failing to follow federal, state or local COVID
guidelines. RCW 5.40.050 (violation of a statute or
ordinance may be considered as evidence of
negligence).
• Failing to use more stringent safety measures, which
are not legally required, but have become industry
standard.
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Liability to non‐employees
Liability to non‐employees:
3. Causation
Plaintiff has burden to prove
that it contracted COVID
from business, as opposed
to host of other potential
sources.
COVID has a genetic
sequence that can be used
like a fingerprint.
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COVID + general liability
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COVID + general liability
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Ounce of prevention

1. Put safety first.
2. Stay up‐to‐date on safety
standards.
3. How are your internal complaint
procedures?
4. Workers’ compensation is your
friend.
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Employment Law Updates
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Families First Coronavirus Response Act (FFCRA)

•

•
•
•

Provided Public Health Emergency Leave
and emergency paid sick leave for
eligible employees.
Expired on December 31, 2020.
No extensions for leave‐related
provisions were granted.
Public employers are not eligible for the
tax credit that was extended to March
2021.
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Areas of Employment Liability

Areas of risk/litigation:
• Discrimination/retaliation
• Employment contracts
• Wrongful termination
• Labor issues
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Return to Work Issues

When can we get back to
normal??
Not yet…
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Return to Work Issues

Source: https://coronavirus.wa.gov/what‐you‐need‐know/safe‐start/whats‐open
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Return to Work Issues
• Covid‐19 continues to be a threat to our communities.
• Until further notice, continue to abide by the CDC and
state guidance.
• If you have employees who are currently able to work
remotely, continue to do so.
• If you have employees who have to come to work,
continue to implement safety measures: masks, social
distancing, symptom screening at the onset of a shift,
decreasing in‐person contact as much as possible, regularly
disinfecting the office environment, and providing access
to handwashing/hand sanitizer, etc.
• Continue to postpone non‐essential work travel.
• If you have employees who are subject to the governor’s
high‐risk proclamation, continue to accommodate them.
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Layoff and Furlough Recall
• Check any and all applicable collective bargaining
agreements and work with the union.
• Look at your employment policies.
• Have a plan.
• Consider the order in which you will recall employees,
and keep it consistent. Based on job? Seniority?
• Determine whether there are any updates to your
documentation that need to be made.
• Consider reporting requirements.
• Make sure that issues related to high‐risk employees
are considered.
• Accommodate as necessary.
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COVID‐19 Employment Resources
•
•
•
•
•

Washington State Coronavirus Response page:
https://coronavirus.wa.gov/what‐you‐need‐know/safe‐start
Washington State Department of Health:
https://www.doh.wa.gov/Emergencies/COVID19/ResourcesandR
ecommendations
Washington Department of Labor & Industries:
https://www.lni.wa.gov/claims/for‐employers/help‐your‐
employee‐return‐to‐work
Employment Security Department:
https://esd.wa.gov/newsroom/covid‐19
Municipal Research and Services Center (MRSC):
http://mrsc.org/Home/Explore‐Topics/Public‐Safety/Emergency‐
Services/Public‐Health‐Emergencies.aspx
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Vaccines!
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Vaccines: Employment Considerations
•
•
•
•

Mandatory vs. non‐mandatory?
Wait‐and‐see approach
Logistics
Considerations with vaccine policies
(especially mandatory ones):
• Disability and religious
accommodations
• FLSA considerations
• Labor considerations
• Workers’ compensation
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Vaccines: Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act
•
•
•
•
•

PREP Act – what is it?
What does liability immunity mean?
Washington State’s response
Countermeasures Injury Compensation Program
What are the exceptions to the Act?
• Willful misconduct
• Claims outside the scope of the Act
• Situations unrelated to the vaccine
• Claims that are filed outside the U.S., based on foreign
law
• Claims not involving the type of liability protected by
the Act, or claims that are based on violations of civil
rights laws
• Failure to administer a vaccine—maybe, but not likely
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Vaccine Administration: Some Practical Considerations

• Continue to take precautions and exercise
risk management.
• Provide information on the CICP to vaccine
recipients.
• Contracts with third parties? Consider
adding PREP Act language to any contracts.
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Summit Resources

laurad@summitlaw.com
(206) 676‐7017

chadm@summitlaw.com
(509) 735‐5053

Please visit www.summitlaw.com/covid‐19‐resources for
information on COVID‐19, including checklists, webinars, and
updates.
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THANK YOU
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COVID-19 Impact on Liability
Special Guests:
Laura Davis and Chad Mitchell, of Summit Law Group

Discussion
A copy of the presentation will be made available on
WCRP’s County Connection webpage.
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Thank you!
Laura Davis

Chad Mitchell

Chuck Boyd

laurad@summitlaw.com
(206) 676-7017

chadm@summitlaw.com
(509) 735-5053

chuck@wcrp.wa.gov
(360) 292-4495

Please take a moment to complete the brief survey appearing
in your web browser after the PoolCast ends.
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